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Allentown, Lehigh rear sight............ #RS-AM-14, 16, or 18
Wax cast steel, not polished, this traditional style sight is
offered in three sizes suitable for a long rifle with a 7/8”, 1”, or
1-1/8” barrel. The Lehigh Valley sight is a excellent choice for
a Rupp, or Allentown longrifle. Made in the U. S. A. Install up
to .050” deep, the dovetail is about .500” long and .526” wide
for 7/8”, .578” for 1”, .620” for 1-1/8”.
#RS-AM-14
Allentown rear sight for up to 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-AM-16
Allentown rear sight for up to 1” only $7.99
#RS-AM-18
Allentown rear sight for 1-1/8”
only $7.99
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Large Pennsylvania sight...............................#RS-PA-13-L
Wax cast steel, not polished, this rear sight has a long base.
This sight may easily be shortened. This larger sight is made
for use on a longrifle with a hefty 15/16” or 1” octagon barrel.
The dovetail is about .850” long, as cast, and the base is .560”
wide. Made in the U. S. A.
#RS-PA-13-L
Large Pennsylvania sight
only $7.99
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Traditional rear sight........................... #RS-G-354-14 or 16
This rear sight strongly resembles a popular original design.
Sized to fit a longrifle with a 13/16” to 7/8” octagon barrel, the
dovetail is approximately .565” long, .540” wide. For a 15/16”
to 1” octagon barrel the dovetail is .635” long , .590” wide, cut
to a depth of .050.” This sight is ideal to be fitted in a lifted
dovetail. Wax cast steel.
#RS-G-354-14 Small rear sight for up to 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-G-354-16 Small rear sight for up to 1”
only $7.99
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Tiny antique style sight.......................................#RS-AT-14
Patterned from a tiny original antique rear sight, this very low
sight is perfect for use on a Kentucky pistol or slender longrifle
with a 13/16” or 7/8” barrel. Sight will stand .165” above the
plane of the barrel when dovetailed to a depth of .050”. Wax
cast with a .500” dovetail, about .535” wide.
#RS-AT-14
Tiny antique style sight
only $7.99
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Small Pennsylvania sight........................ #RS-FG-14 or 16
Wax cast steel, not polished, this rear sight has a long base
often found on early rifles. This small version is made for a
longrifle with a slim 13/16” or 7/8” octagon barrel. The larger
version for barrels 15/16” and 1”. The sight has a small notch
centered on the blade. Made in the U. S. A., dovetail to a depth
of .050” deep. Base is about .685” long, .530” wide for 7/8” and
.585” for 1.” Blade will stand .250” above the plane of the barrel.
#RS-FG-14
Small rear sight for up to 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-FG-16
Small rear sight for up to 1”
only $7.99
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Slim Kentucky longrifle rear sight.......... #RS-SK-14 or 16
Wax cast steel, not polished, this 3/8”” high blade is tilted
backward, to reduce glare. Made in two sizes, for longrifles with
a 13/16” or 7/8” and 15/16” or 1” octagon barrels. The dovetail
is approximately .756” long, base is .543” wide on the 7/8”
sight and .747” long and base .597” wide on the 1” rear sight.
Dovetail depth of .050”, or works well in a raised dovetail..
#RS-SK-14
Small rear sight for up to 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-SK-16
Small rear sight for up to 1”
only $7.99
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Semi-buckhorn rear sight...................... #RS-SB1-14 or 16
Wax cast steel, not polished, this traditional style sight is offered in two sizes, suitable for a long rifle up to a 7/8” octagon
barrel or a larger size, up to 1” octagon barrel. This high sight
reduces heat mirage, and tilt minimizes glare. Sight has a notch
cast in the blade, which can easily be enlarged if necessary.
Made in the U. S. A., dovetail to a depth of .050”, dovetail is
.382” long, and .530” wide for 7/8” and .585” for 1.”
#RS-SB1-14 Semi-buckhorn rear sight up to 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-SB1-16 Semi-buckhorn rear sight up to 1” only $7.99
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Tall Pennsylvania sight......................... #RS-FG-14 or 16-T
This sight has a long base similar our other #RS-FG-14.
However this sight is .425” tall from the top of the sighting
surface, to allow sight-in with a tall front sight, and to reduce mirage and heat glare from the top flat, during shooting matches.
A .755” dovetail is about .540” wide for the 7/8” and .590” for
the 1.” Dovetail to a depth of .050”, or fit to a raised dovetail.
#RS-FG-14-T
Small rear sight for up to 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-FG-16-T
Small rear sight for up to 1”
only $7.99
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H.E. Leman Semi-buckhorn rear sight.............. #RS-HL-16
Wax cast steel, not polished, this sight is a reproduction of
those found on H.E. Leman trade rifles. This sight is suitable for
a long rifle with a 15/16”, or 1” octagon barrel. This high sight
reduces heat mirage, and tilt minimizes glare. Sight has a notch
cast in the blade, which can easily be enlarged if necessary.
Dovetail to a depth of .050”, dovetail is .372” long, and .563”
wide with the edges chamfered as found on the antique rifles.
#RS-HL-16
Semi-buckhorn rear sight
only $7.99

